iNSPiRiNG pLACEs
A MUST-SEE
DESTINATION
for ART and
ARCHITECTURE

The Umbrella House, designed
by Paul Rudolph

by Karen LeBlanc

Sarasota has long been a muse to artists and architects drawn to this beach city for its glowing ombre sunsets,
shell-kissed beaches and sophisticated shopping. It’s also one of Florida’s best-kept secrets in creative circles,
attracting travelers with a penchant for art, architecture and design.
AS AN ART AND TRAVEL WRITER,

one of the most significant design move-

on view as the honoree of SarastoaMOD

Sarasota hits the sweet spot for me, deliv-

ments of the day came together, known as

Weekend, an annual three-day event that

ering authentic experiences that reveal

the Sarasota School of Architecture.

celebrates the city’s modernism architec-

the city’s creative soul. I return regularly

“There are two founding philosophies

to reignite my creative mojo, strolling along

of modernism — the organic school of

“It’s a great honor. Hopefully, the atten-

the bayfront lined with public sculptures,

thought associated with Frank Lloyd

tion drawn to the buildings and homes

browsing art galleries and museums, and

Wright, who said material comes from the

featured will generate more respect for

admiring the city’s famous architectural

earth, so express it that way. The other

them as architectural treasures deserving

jewels as a cradle of modernism.

was the Bauhaus School in Germany,

of preservation and protection. This is a

In the 1950s, Sarasota was a world epi-

founded by Walter Gropius. The Bauhaus

challenging thing to do given rising land

center for architectural creativity, where

movement believed the machine had

values in many of the places where these

touched everything we deal with, so

buildings and homes reside,” says Abbott,

architecture should express the machine

a passionate preservationist.

Karen LeBlanc interviewing
Carl Abbott at his exhibit Found Forms
held on SarasotaMOD Weekend at
Art Center Sarasota
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tural legacy.

in design. Sarasota was one of only two

The Sarasota Architectural Foundation

places in the world where those two phi-

founded the annual architectural festival

losophies

Carl

to promote the awareness and preserva-

Abbott, FAIA, one of the founding mem-

tion of Sarasota School of Architecture

bers of the Sarasota School of Architec-

homes and buildings. SarasotaMOD Week-

ture movement.

end takes place annually in early Novem-

came

together,”

says

From 1941 to 1966, these architects

ber, bringing together architects from the

were prolific in producing modernist

Sarasota School of Architecture move-

regional adaptations to the city’s subtropi-

ment in a series of special events and

cal climate, embracing early modernism’s

tours. Participants visited a selection of

original ideals. Abbott is a living legend of

personally-curated Carl Abbott residen-

the Sarasota School, known for his local

tial and commercial projects in self-guided

interpretation of modernism that mani-

walking and driving tours, accompanied

fests in buildings and residences in and

by Abbott’s short videos explaining each

around Sarasota. Many of his works were

of his projects.

BILL MILLER

SARASOTA:

iNSPiRiNG pLACEs
In previous iterations of SarasotaMOD
Weekend, these privately-owned mid-century gems were open to tour the interiors;
however, this year’s tours were limited to
the exteriors due to the pandemic.
A standout on tour is the iconic
Umbrella House, designed by architect
Paul Rudolph, known as the Sarasota
School of Architecture forefather. The

The Putterman
residence designed
by Carl Abbott

Umbrella House resides in the Sarasota
neighborhood of Lido Shores. In 1953,

I also experienced another artistic side

hub, offering gallery showings, classes,

Lido Shores developer Philip Hiss com-

of Abbott, his works as a sculptor on view

and community spaces for local artists to

missioned Rudolph to create one of the

during a three-day exhibit at the Art Cen-

sell their works. The Art Center is cur-

20th century’s most iconic houses as a

ter Sarasota. Found Forms unleashes the

rently closed to the public due to COV-

spec home to promote his new develop-

latent beauty of ordinary objects. Abbott

ID-19. It briefly opened to show Abbott’s

ment. The house’s dominant feature, the

created the iconic blue sculptures by coat-

exhibition during the three-day Sarasota-

aptly named “umbrella,” was originally

ing found objects in cobalt blue powder-

MOD Weekend.

built of wood and used to shade the house

coated steel paint.
“My goal is to make people aware of the

several famous modern buildings from

Today, Lido Shores is an enclave of

beauty around them. Sculpture and archi-

the Sarasota School of Architecture move-

mid-century modern and modern gems

tecture complement each other. A sculpture

ment are open to the public, including the

with envious water views. The Sarasota-

is a spontaneous work of art, whereas archi-

remodeled Sarasota High School that now

MOD Weekend tour showcased several

tecture is calculated and methodical because

houses the Sarasota Art Museum, on the

Abbott-designed homes in the neighbor-

of the building process,” he explains.

Ringling College Museum Campus.

hood, including the Putterman residence,

“It is difficult for artists to transform

I initially visited the building with its

a monolithic block façade that Abbott lik-

found objects into fine art. Carl has made

Brutalist-style addition designed by Paul

ens to a seashell with its hard outer layer

significant

these

Rudolph, as it was undergoing an exten-

(the street façade) and the soft inner layer

sculptural works advancing the idea that

sive renovation and restoration in 2014. I

(the wall of glass framing the view).

found objects can be art objects,” says Eliz-

toured the high school with Abbott, who

abeth Goodwill, education director of Art

explained its architectural significance.

Center Sarasota.

“Sarasota High School was one of the

Another tour explored Abbott’s residential and commercial buildings in Sies-

achievements

with

ta Key, including the iconic Summer-

The Art Center of Sarasota has been in

most photographed buildings in the

house Restaurant. This landmark glass

existence for 94 years, acting as an artistic

world. It’s green architecture done in the

pavilion set amid foliage is one of Abbott’s
early buildings with many signature characteristics of the Sarasota School of Architecture. “I wanted a building that wandered through the trees. I designed it as a
chain of squares, a series of undulating
forms that go into the woods,” Abbott
shares. Summerhouse has since been renovated into the Clubhouse for Summer
Cove with several alterations to Abbott’s
original design, but the building still
retains its modernist architectural spirit.
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Sarasota High School addition
designed by Paul Rudolph

GREG WILSON

from the intense Florida sun.

Outside of SarasotaMOD Weekend,

iNSPiRiNG pLACEs
’50s. The school had cross-ventilation
working with sunscreens. It was an amazing experience to walk down that hallway
and feel as if you were floating with the
skylights and all the light filtering
through this whole building. The building
garnered worldwide attention because
Rudolph designed it as a new direction for
his architecture. Instead of doing delicate
light buildings, this had a lot of weight
and strength with a lot of influences from
Corbusier,” Abbott explains.

The lobby of the
Art Ovation Hotel

that borders the museum’s side entrance.

serves as a public art gallery with works

Sarasota is also home to Ringling College

hanging in the lobby, throughout its meet-

of Art + Design, a wellspring of creative

ing spaces, and on all floors. Art Ovation

On the day I visited the Art Museum,

talent since 1931. The college partners

aims to immerse guests into the commu-

artist Harmony Hammond’s works were

with many local art institutions and busi-

nity’s cultural fabric, converging visual

on view. Material Witness, Five Decades of

nesses, including Art Ovation Hotel,

and culinary arts in a seamless sensory

Art, explores the feminist artist’s textile

where I stayed during SarasotaMOD

experience. During my stay, the four-dia-

and mixed media works. The exhibition

Weekend. Art Ovation, an Autograph Col-

mond hotel hosted a Cuban art exhibit

spans 50 years (1971-2018) of Hammond’s

lection hotel, serves as a cultural ambas-

accompanied by a new pop-up restaurant

painting-sculpture works, drawings and

sador for the community, promoting local

concept at its on-site restaurant, Overture.

ephemera. You can also walk along the

artists and fostering connections with

“Every dish is Instagram-worthy. We

iconic breezeway designed by Rudolph

creative institutions. The entire hotel

want to inspire your palate and picture
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Executive Chef Mark Galvin of Overture
restaurant in the Art Ovation Hotel

taking,” says Orcun Turkay, Corporate

its active events calendar by playing host

Director of Food & Beverage, Shaner

to artistic performances onstage in the

Hotels. “Our chefs are the artists in the

hotel lobby. “We will feature all types of

kitchen. They are no different from other

artists from the local community, includ-

artists; one puts art on paper, and one puts

ing poets, dancers, musical performances

it on the plate.” Overture’s first art-inspired

and high school programs,” Okan adds.

menu features camera-ready dishes such

Exploring the links between culture

as a Cuban sandwich served in a cigar box

and creativity is my mantra when I travel,

and a milkshake with a chocolate fondant

as a sense of place unfolds through its her-

wrapped cigar that the server lights table-

and a corporate art curator. They work

itage of art, craft and design. Sarasota is a

side. Executive Chef Mark Galvin says he

together to vet requests from artists to

must-see destination for anyone interested

plans to rotate the menu three times a

showcase their works as an artist-in-resi-

in creative exploration. This Gulf Coast city

year to coordinate with each hotel art

dence or on our walls. We want to foster

in Southwest Florida reveals the flip side

exhibit. “The visual art is in the plating,

and promote local artists by providing

to its well-known chic boutiques and beach

and the culinary art is the cooking tech-

free gallery space. They have free reign to

resorts through its art and architecture.

nique,” he says.

paint or create their art in the evenings

Art Ovation aims to be an incubator for

and interact with the guests,” explains

Karen LeBlanc is host of The Design Tourist

artists, offering free gallery space and a

General Manager Okan Karadag. Through-

series. She travels the globe attending some

chance for them to showcase their talents

out the hotel, five other art exhibits show-

of the world’s premiere design events in search

with its artist-in-residence studio in the

case a diverse range of works.

of the latest trends, tastemakers and unique

lobby. “We have an on-site culture curator

In January, Art Ovation plans to restart

finds. Learn more at thedesigntourist.com.

WINTER 2021
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